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Abstract: The 12 V powernet in vehicles must fulfill certain safety requirements due to the safety
demand of consumers. A potential risk is undervoltage for a safety-relevant consumer, which leads
to its fault. Therefore, a novel approach is presented in this study, which can predict the minimum
terminal voltage for consumers. This consists of diagnostics of the wiring harness and of the lead-acid
battery as well as predefined consumer currents. Using simulation, first the beginning of a drive
cycle is simulated to determine the state of the powernet, and afterwards a critical driving maneuver
is simulated to validate the predicted minimum terminal voltage. It demonstrates that the novel
approach is able to predict a fault due to undervoltage. In addition to fulfilling safety requirements,
the novel approach could be used to achieve additional availability and miniaturization of powernet
components compared to the state of the art.
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1. Introduction
Trends in the automotive industry toward automated driving, electrification and X-bywire systems are leading to new opportunities to further improve the driving experience
and comfort. However, this is also linked to new requirements for the 12 V powernet, also
known as the power supply system. In addition to the requirement for voltage stability
and load balance, the safe supply of safety-relevant consumers is another requirement.
Therefore, new functions and electrical/electronic systems are required.
1.1. Powernet Requirements
Compliance with ISO 26262 is intended to ensure that the powernet fulfills the safety
requirements (SR) of the consumers. To comply with this standard, new functions and
electrical/electronic systems are required [1]. The SR for the powernet derived by electric
power steering (EPS) are discussed in Figure 1.
To achieve the safety goal “Prevent sudden loss of steering assist”, it must be ensured that the EPS does not have an internal fault and that it is supplied with sufficient power. Safety requirement 2 must be ensured by the powernet and is divided into
three subcategories.
•
•
•

Safety requirement 2.1 Power feed: The power sources and storage can provide
sufficient power for the EPS.
Safety requirement 2.2 Power distribution: The provided power is safely transmitted
from the power feed to the EPS.
Safety requirement 2.3 Freedom from interference: Failure in the powernet may not
lead to a fault of the EPS.
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Safety goal: Prevent sudden
loss of steering assist
Allocation
SR1: Prevent sudden loss of
steering assist by EPS itself

SR2.1: Prevent loss of
power feed by power
source to EPS

SR2: Prevent sudden loss of
steering assist due to failure
in power supply
Allocation

SR2.2: Prevent loss of
power distribution to
EPS

SR2.3: Prevent
interference of vehicle
components with EPS

Figure 1. Hierarchical safety requirements derivation for the safety goal [2].

All three subcategories must be fulfilled simultaneously. Therefore, in the event of
a failure in the powernet, a safe supply for the safety-relevant consumers must still be
ensured. To provide a safe supply, the requirements of the safety-relevant consumers on the
powernet are crucial. The decisive factor here is how long an ECU may have a minimum
terminal voltage. These are defined, for example, in the LV124-1 or ISO16750-2 standards or
are specified individually by the vehicle manufacturer [3]. When designing the powernet,
limit values must be defined at which the system must not fail and at which voltage is
necessary for the execution of a driving maneuver. An example is given in Kilian, which
defines the minimum terminal voltage on the EPS as follows [2].
Umin,EPS = 8 V

(1)

1.2. Powernet Architecture
Due to different requirements for the powernet, there are a wide variety of topologies
in the automotive industry. Criteria such as voltage stability, reliability, costs, installation
space or weight have an influence on the topology. Thus, the optimal topology is only
possible by weighting the criteria [4,5].
In order to be able to operate the vehicle safely, the powernet architecture in Figure 2
must ensure safe supply in accordance with its consumers [6]. This architecture consists
of a DCDC converter for power supply, a wiring harness for power transmission, and
a battery as an energy storage. The difference in most of the present powernets is the
power distribution module (PDM). This is similar to a fuse box to protect the cables
against overcurrent and thus thermal incident. However, due to SR2.3, a quick disconnect
is necessary. Therefore, a fuse box with a melting fuse cannot be used, and a fast and
intelligent safety switch must be integrated [2].
The PDM is equipped with measurement technology and a bus interface for communication with other components in the vehicle. In this topology, the safety relevant
consumers, such as EPS, a brake system, and other safety relevant consumers are connected
individually to the PDM. In normal operation, the consumers are supplied by the DCDC
converter via the wiring harness. If a failure in the powernet occurs, such as a fault of
the DCDC converter or a non-safety-relevant consumer has a short circuit, then the safety
switch in the PDM must separate the safety- and non-safety-relevant consumers from each
other. This allows the SR2.3 to be fulfilled, but means that the safety-relevant consumer
is only supplied via a single path connection, consisting of a safe power feed (SR2.1) and
distribution (SR2.2). As consequence, this single path must then ensure safe supply against
the fault of safety-relevant consumers due to undervoltage [1].
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Figure 2. Powernet topology design to potentially ensure safe supply for safety-relevant consumers [1].

1.3. State of the Art
Even in the case when the safety-related consumers are supplied from only one source,
two measures from the state of the art are presented in order to comply with the voltage
limit out of Equation (1).
1.3.1. Dimensioning
In Ruf [7], the larger dimensioning of the cable cross section and battery size are
discussed as measures. This means that a smaller voltage drop across the wiring harness
and at the battery will result in higher voltage at the consumers. A powernet must be
dimensioned in such a manner that it can sufficiently supply the consumers throughout
the life cycle.
For example, a typical worst case assumption is to allow a voltage drop across the
entire wiring harness Umax,WHDrop = 2 V between the source and consumer. The cable
cross-section is dimensioned according to the current flow and expected aging. Connector systems in the wiring harnesses can potentially experience a significant increase in
resistance [8]. This can be attributed to temperature, humidity and the friction of contact
surfaces on each other [9]. It should be noted that the lead-acid battery also ages over
its lifetime.
1.3.2. Insufficient Power Supply
Since the aging of powernet components can lead to the fault of safety-relevant
consumers, these must be diagnosed accordingly. This is particularly relevant for the leadacid battery since there are several failure modes [10]. One or more failures in combination
can lead to an insufficient power feed. Therefore, it is crucial to diagnose the state of the
battery for a safe power supply. With the help of diagnostics, it is possible to determine a
critical undervoltage in advance and to replace the battery accordingly. In the state of the
art, the ohmic resistance of the battery is used as an indicator of the battery performance.
2. Methods
To explain the relevant supply of the safety-relevant consumers, a novel approach for
determining the wiring harness and the battery is described, as well as the combination of
both. Subsequently, a stimulation is presented with which a validation of the approach is
possible and how the approach must be adapted to the simulation.
2.1. Novel Approach
The purpose is to develop a diagnostic approach that ensures the safe supply of
the safety-relevant consumers. A function is developed called “state of function powernet”
(SOFPN), which diagnoses the minimum terminal voltage for the safety-relevant consumers
in critical situations to prevent a fault due to undervoltage.
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2.1.1. Safety-Relevant Section of Powernet
To demonstrate how the SOFPN works, the supply of the EPS in a critical situation
is considered. Figure 3 shows the 12 V lead-acid battery with an electronic battery sensor.
This battery must provide sufficient power and is therefore essential for a safe power feed.
The wiring harness is represented via the resistors R1 , R2 , R3 and R4 . Each of these resistors
contains the resistance of the connector systems and the cable. Since a higher resistance in
the wiring harness leads to a lower voltage at the EPS, safe transfer must be ensured. The
resistance across the grounds and between the battery sensor and the battery are negligible,
as these have very low resistance. To implement the SOFPN, two individual diagnostics
are required.

R3
Lead-acid
battery

Power distribution module
R1

Electric
power
steering

Electronic
battery
sensor

R2

R4

Figure 3. Safety-relevant powernet topology to supply the electric power steering by lead-acid battery
via four wiring harness sections.

2.1.2. Wiring Harness Diagnostics
The first part of the SOFPN is the state detection of the wiring harness. To do this, the
resistance of the wiring harness is determined. The required measuring points and relevant
resistances are shown in Figure 4. The resistor R1 contains the resistances of the connector
systems as well as the cable resistance itself. The resistor R2 consists of the resistances of
the connector systems and cable between the EPS and ground connection [11]. Due to the
power demand of the EPS, current IEPS flows along the path through resistors R1 and R2 .
The current IEPS is measured by the PDM and leads to a voltage drop across the resistors.
This voltage drop can be calculated by the voltage at the PDM UPDM and the voltage at the
EPS UEPS . The voltage UEPS is determined by the EPS itself and transmitted to the PDM
via a communication bus.
REPS = R1 + R2 =

UPDM − UEPS
IEPS

(2)

This allows the resistance of the EPS path to be diagnosed during a current excitation.
The diagnostics can determine the state of the EPS wiring harness path during steering
maneuvers.
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Figure 4. Measuring points of wiring harness diagnostics for determining the resistance between
power distribution module, electric power steering and ground.

The same method is used for the path between PDM and battery with resistors R3 and
R4 according to the Figure 3. The required voltage information in this case is provided by
the electronic battery sensor via a communication bus.
RBatt = R3 + R4

(3)

By means of determining the resistances between battery and PDM as well as PDM
and EPS, the safe transmission from the power source to consumer is ensured. Thus, the
fulfillment of safety requirement 2.2 can be ensured.
2.1.3. Battery Diagnostics
The second part of the SOFPN is the state detection of the battery with the electronic
battery sensor. The battery must provide sufficient power for the safety-relevant consumers.
For this purpose, the minimum terminal voltage of the battery Umin,pred,Batt is predicted
based on the battery condition and a predefined current profile.
Figure 5 shows an example of a predefined current profile which describes the power
demand of the relevant consumers in a critical situation. This consists of a base load
IBase = −50 A and covers the supply of active consumers. After a base duration of
tBase = 19 s to cover the time between a failure in the powernet and the start of a critical
driving maneuver, the current demand of the driving dynamic consumers adds up with
the base load IBase to the peak current IPeak = −200 A. The driving maneuver to be covered
is an evasive maneuver with intervention of the electronic stability control, and the peak
duration tPeak = 3 s lasts until safe state is reached. When the battery has to provide
this current profile, as a result, the terminal voltage of the battery drops. This can be
predetermined by the battery diagnostics, which predicts the minimum terminal voltage at
the battery using the following equation.
Umin,pred,Batt = UC0 − Ri · I

Peak

−Umax,Pol ( Ri )

(4)

The quiescent voltage UC0 is determined by a longer-term observation of the
terminal voltage. The ohmic resistance Ri is diagnosed during a current excitation. This
excitation is generated by the current demand of consumers in the powernet, such as the
rear window heating or interior fan. In combination with the maximum current demand
| I |Peak , the voltage drop over the ohmic resistance is determined. The influence of the polarization voltage Umax,Pol must not be neglected. The polarization voltage takes into account
the dynamic characteristics of the battery and can be traced back to electrode reactions
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and acid diffusion processes. This voltage drop can be derived by an evaluation of the
ohmic resistance Ri as well as the predefined current profile. These result in the minimum
voltage prediction Umin,pred,Batt = 9.93 V shown in Figure 5 [12]. This voltage prediction
is determined at the beginning of the drive cycle and is adjusted when the state of the
battery changes, for example, due to charging. In any case, the predicted voltage must be
lower than the minimum actual voltage when the current profile occurs to avoid incorrectly
indicating that the actual voltage is predicted to be higher. For this purpose, measurement
inaccuracies and a safety margin are included, which leads to a large error between the
actual and predicted voltage. The described battery diagnostics using a predefined current
profile predict the minimum terminal voltage before a critical situation occurs. Thus, the
safe supply can be ensured, and the safety requirement 2.1 is fulfilled.
0

12.5
IBase

Battery current I [A]

IPeak
Current profile
Actual voltage
Predicted voltage

11.5

11

10.5

Battery voltage UBatt [V]

12

10
tBase
0

5

10

tPeak
15

20

Time t [s]
Figure 5. Comparison of minimum predicted battery voltage Umin,pred,Batt = 9.93 V calculated by
the battery diagnostics using a predefined current profile versus minimum actual battery voltage
Umin,act,Batt = 10.23 V of a battery model.

2.1.4. State of Function Powernet
By combining the wiring harness diagnostics, Section 2.1.2, with a predefined maximum current demand and the battery diagnostics, Section 2.1.3, the minimum voltage at
the EPS is predicted. This allows to check a defined voltage limit by the following equation.
Umin,pred,EPS = Umin,pred,Batt − RBatt · I

Peak

− REPS · Imax,EPS

(5)

The minimum predicted voltage at the EPS Umin,pred,EPS is determined by the minimum voltage of the battery and the maximum voltage drop across the wiring harness
path. This also requires the maximum current of the EPS as well as the maximum current
output of the battery. The maximum current output of the battery I Peak is assumed to
be that according to the current profile in Figure 5. The maximum current demand of
the EPS Imax,EPS can be derived either by the specification of the EPS, which can be up
to Imax,EPS = 120 A [13], or by measurements or simulations of driving maneuvers. This
means that a potential fault of the EPS due to undervoltage can be detected by using the
SOFPN.
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2.2. Validation of SOFPN
A simulation environment consists of several individual models and is used to validate
the SOFPN. In addition to the advantages of a simulation, such as reproducibility and
controllability of influencing factors, critical driving situations can be investigated without
any risk.
2.2.1. Simulation Models
In order to be able to validate the SOFPN, the simulation environment consists
of a vehicle model with driver, driving dynamic consumers and the powernet with
connected SOFPN.
Figure 6 shows the components and interfaces of the simulation environment. It also
illustrates the interaction between powernet and vehicle dynamics. The power supply
interface provides a voltage value for each of the driving dynamic consumers. The power
demand interface reflects the current consumption of each of these consumers into the
powernet model. Thus, there is an interaction between the powernet model and driving
dynamic consumers. For example, a lower voltage has the effect of reducing the current
demand by derating the driving dynamic of the consumers [14].
Powernet model

Driving dynamic consumers
Power supply

•

Battery

•

Electric power steering

•

Wiring harness

•

Electronic stability control

•

Power distribution module

•

Electromechinical brake booster

•

Battery sensor

•

Non-safety-relevant consumers

•

DCDC converter

Power demand

Voltage & current measurements

Control

State of function powernet
•

Battery diagnostics

•

Wiring harness diagnostics

•

Combination of diagnostics

Feedback

Driver & Vehicle model
Warning

•

Vehicle control by driver model

•

Vehicle dynamics

•

Driving maneuver

Figure 6. Design and interfaces of the simulation environment to validate the SOFPN using three
different simulation tools.

The feedback by the driving dynamic consumers on the vehicle model mainly consists
of the torque acting on the wheels due to the braking system and the steering angle of the
EPS. The driver model controls the driving dynamic consumers by actuating the brake
pedal or applying torque on the steering wheel.
Figure 6 helps to develop an understanding of powernet failures and how they are
propagated through the whole vehicle level. If a failure occurs in the powernet, this has
no direct influence on the driver or the vehicle model. In this case, the failure would only
be noticed through a change in the characteristics or loss of a driving dynamic consumer.
This poses the risk of an undetected failure in the powernet. Once a corresponding driving
dynamic consumer is required, as in the case of emergency braking, the fault would be
noticed by a significantly longer braking distance. In this case, there is only a short time left
for the driver to react accordingly, which can be safety critical. The SOFPN should detect
such failures in the powernet and can warn the driver in advance of a critical situation.
In order to produce viable results, validated models are required. Corporate simulation
models of EPS and braking system are used. Furthermore, the powernet and SOFPN
are modeled. These individual models are executed in MATLAB® Simulink® of The
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MathWorks® . The vehicle dynamics along with the driver are modeled using CarMaker®
of IPG Automotive. The models are connected using Model.CONNECTTM of AVL List
located in Graz, Austria.
2.2.2. Configuration of SOFPN
The SOFPN is intended to detect an undervoltage for safety-relevant consumers in
advance so that the vehicle can be taken into a safe state in time. For this purpose, the most
critical driving maneuver must be defined when configuring the SOFPN. In this context, the
power intensity is not the only determining factor. For example, parking has a high power
demand. However, there is very little hazard to the driver due to the low vehicle speed.
Therefore, a power-intensive evasive maneuver with emergency braking is considered. To
ensure sufficient power by the battery, a current profile, as shown in Figure 5, must be
created for this purpose. In this case, it is derived from previous simulation results and is
as described in Section 2.1.3.
Figure 7 shows the configuration of the current profile for the battery diagnostics. The
base load IBase = −35 A lasts for a base duration tBase = 10 s to cover the active loads
as well as the time between a failure in the powernet and the start of the critical driving
maneuver. Subsequently, the additional power demand of the driving dynamic consumers
EPS and braking system during an evasive maneuver with emergency braking is shown.
This peak load IPeak = −195 A lasts for a peak duration tPeak = 3 s. If other consumers are
active, the current profile may change since all consumers have an influence on the base
load. This can change over the course of the drive cycle as different consumers, such as
seat heaters, are switched on or off.

0
IBase

IPeak

Current I [A]

Imax,EPS

I Base
I Base + I EPS
I Base + I EPS + I Brake system
Derived current profile

tBase
0

2

4

6

tPeak
8

10

12

14

16

Time t [s]
Figure 7. Derivation of the current profile to safeguard the critical driving maneuver based on
the current demand from previous simulation. Total current demand results from addition of IEPS ,
IBrake system and IBase .

Figure 7 also includes the maximum current demand of the EPS Imax,EPS = 48 A and
the maximum current output of the battery IPeak = −195 A during the execution of the
driving maneuver. These maximum currents are necessary to predict the voltage drop
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across the wiring harness. The driving dynamic consumers have the most impact on
the peak load. If hardware or the software changes, the current profile would have to
be adjusted.
3. Results
In the following, the novel approach is evaluated in the simulation model, and the
simulation results are presented. Subsequently, advantages of the function compared to the
state of the art are considered.
3.1. Simulation Results
By using the simulation environment and configuration, the SOFPN is presented. The
start of a drive cycle is simulated to illustrate the SOFPN of the initial condition and to
receive a first minimum predicted voltage at the EPS Umin,pred,EPS . Afterwards, a critical
driving maneuver is simulated to compare the predicted voltage against the actual voltage
at the EPS.
3.1.1. Simulation at the Start of Drive Cycle
The first state detection of the powernet takes place at the start of the drive cycle. In
the Figure 8, the SOFPN is applied when departing from a driveway. For this purpose,
the temporal progress of the minimal voltage prediction and the position of the vehicle
are visualized.
Powernet diagnostic progress

1

2

45

3

Powernet diagnostic status

2

3

Vehicle position

1
2
3

R3
Power distribution module

R1

4

Lead-acid
battery

4
5

Legend

1 Ignition switched on
2 Lead-acid battery Umin,pred,Batt diagnosed
Electric
power
steering
R2

4

Electronic
battery
sensor

R4

3

3 Wiring harness RBatt diagnosed

4 Wiring harness REPS diagnosed
5 Novel diagnostic approach valid

Figure 8. Determination of the state of powernet by using the SOFPN at the start of the drive
cycle. Visualization of chronological progression and status of the diagnostics with the respective
vehicle position.

Before the motor is started at the point in time 1, the quiescent voltage UC0 is determined. In this example, the battery is then excited by the current demand of the rear
window heating.
At time point 2, the performance of the battery is defined by determining the ohmic
resistance Ri and the polarization voltage Umax,Pol .
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At time point 3, the excitation provided by the battery current draw, which charges
the battery, is sufficient to determine the wiring harness path between the PDM and the
battery. Thus, the resistance of the battery wiring harness path RBatt is known.
At time point 4, steering causes an excitation to determine the resistance of the EPS
wiring harness path REPS . This allows a prediction to be made about the performance of
the relevant wiring harness path in Figure 3 at the start of the driving cycle. From then on,
safety requirements 2.1 and 2.2 can be fulfilled.
The minimum predicted voltage at the EPS Umin,pred,EPS = 9.21 V is determined.
Therefore, a fault of the EPS due to undervoltage is excluded. In this example, the predicted
voltage can be determined at the start of the drive cycle. If the state of the powernet
components changes, it is detected by the diagnostics, and the predicted voltage is adjusted
during the drive cycle.
The result of the SOFPN is only valid when all individual diagnostics are valid. This
means that active excitation may be necessary. In the case of the EPS wiring harness path,
this could be implemented by active excitation of the EPS before starting the drive cycle.
Excitation of the battery to determine the ohmic resistance and the battery wiring harness
path can also be performed by changing the voltage output of the DCDC converter.
3.1.2. Simulation of Critical Driving Maneuver
The operating principle of the SOFPN is demonstrated in Figure 9 using the example
of critical driving maneuver. In this example, the DCDC converter as a steady power supply
fails. An evasive maneuver with emergency braking is then performed due to an obstacle.
Progress of SOFPN versus actual voltage

3

Vehicle
position

1

2

Powernet status

4

Legend

1 DC/DC converter fault
1
Lead-acid
battery

Power distribution module

DCDC
converter

2 Beginning of critical driving maneuver
3 Lowest voltage at EPS Umin,act,EPS

4 End of critical driving maneuver
Non-safety
relevant
consumers

Safety
relevant
consumers

Braking
system

Electric
power
steering

Electronic
battery
sensor

Figure 9. Comparison of the predicted voltage by the SOFPN with the actual voltage at the EPS in the
event of a DCDC converter fault and subsequently evasive maneuver including emergency braking.

At time point 1, the DCDC converter fails. As a result, only the battery can provide
the needed power. The voltage at the EPS already drops from this point on, since the base
load of the consumers results in a voltage drop at the battery and across the wiring harness
between battery and PDM. The power demand between time points 1 and 2 is covered by
the base load in Figure 7.
At time point 2, the evasive maneuver with emergency braking begins. This results
in high power demand, since the braking system and the EPS are required for the driving
dynamic intervention. The time period between time points 2 and 4 corresponds to the
peak load in Figure 7.
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At time point 3, the minimum actual voltage at the EPS Umin,act,EPS is reached. The
minimum predicted voltage at the EPS Umin,pred,EPS from the Figure 8 is below this actual
minimum voltage.
At time point 4, the maneuver ends. From this moment on, the vehicle is in a safe
state, as it is slowed down.
For comparison, the permissible voltage range is plotted in Figure 10 with the maximum duration in the lowest actual voltage range as well as the predicted voltage. The
minimum predicted voltage at EPS Umin,pred,EPS is slightly below the minimum actual
voltage at EPS Umin,act,EPS . Furthermore, the voltage is not in a critical voltage range, so
sufficient power is available for the EPS.

11
Actual voltage
Predicted voltage

EPS voltage UEPS [V]

10

9

8

Driving maneuver can
be executed safely

7

6
Hazard during execution
of driving maneuver

5

4
10

10

10

10

10

100

101

Maximum duration in voltage range t [s]
Figure 10. Comparison of minimum actual voltage Umin,act,EPS = 9.42 V versus minimum predicted voltage Umin,pred,EPS = 9.21 V at the EPS during execution of critical driving maneuver with
evaluation of maximum duration in permissible voltage range as described by Kilian [2].

The reason that the voltage prediction Umin,pred,EPS is below the minimum actual
voltage Umin,act,EPS can be traced back to the following circumstances.
•

•
•

The individual diagnostics are always conservative. This can prevent influencing
variables, such as measurement accuracy, causing the supply of the EPS to be falsely
diagnosed as safe.
The base duration tBase of the predefined current profile in Figure 7 lasts longer than
is required in the driving maneuver.
The voltage at the EPS UEPS and brake system is already below the nominal voltage
range. This causes the systems to reduce the power demand by itself. This mechanism
provides increased voltage stability in critical situations. Such derating results in a
lower current demand, concluding in a less demanding peak load IPeak and maximum
EPS current Imax,EPS than in the predefined current profile in Figure 7.

In the example shown, the components of the powernet, such as the state of the wiring
harness, were parameterized with realistic values. The voltage drop across the wiring
harness is predicted to be RBatt · I Peak + REPS · Imax,EPS = 0.99 V. This is significantly lower
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than the assumed worst case voltage drop Umax,WHDrop = 2 V in the state of the art. Thus,
the voltage at the battery can drop lower, compared to the state of the art, which leads to
additional availability. Depending on the parameterization of the powernet components,
the minimum actual voltage at the EPS Umin,act,EPS may change when performing this
driving maneuver. However, a different state of the powernet leads to an adjusted voltage
prediction Umin,pred,EPS of the SOFPN. A different scenario would be that an undervoltage
at the EPS is predicted at the start of the drive cycle. Then, if there is no measure available,
the vehicle would have to be stopped.
The SOFPN is capable of ensuring safe supply for the EPS, despite the DCDC converter
fault. This is especially relevant when a separation through the safety switch is necessary,
according to the safety requirement 2.3. In such situations, the SOFPN provides information
as to whether the supply can be ensured in the safety-relevant part of the powernet.
3.2. Advantages by Using SOFPN
Four advantages arise from using the SOFPN. First, by combining the state of the
battery and the wiring harness, the state of the safety-relevant powernet can be determined.
As a result, an undervoltage due to a single- or multiple-point fault in the powernet can
be excluded, and safety requirements 2.1 and 2.2 can be fulfilled. Second, through the
diagnostics, the degraded components can be identified and repaired. Thus, premature or
unnecessary repairs can be prevented. Third, the state of the powernet can be diagnosed
at the start of the drive cycle so that the operating strategy can be adjusted and/or the
driver can be warned. Fourth, compared to the state of the art mentioned in Section 1.3, the
availability can be increased and/or powernet components can be miniaturized.
3.2.1. Increased Availability
Additional availability is gained by combining the individual diagnostics of the battery
and the wiring harness. If the minimum voltage of the EPS Umin,EPS is taken as a reference
for the critical undervoltage, the maximum voltage drop across the entire wiring harness
Umax,WHDrop and the minimum battery voltage Umin,Batt result in the following equation.
Umin,EPS = Umin,Batt − Umax,WHDrop

(6)

The minimum voltage at the EPS is assumed to be Umin,EPS = 8 V. In the state of
the art, a critical condition of the powernet is only diagnosed based on the battery, and a
voltage drop across the entire wiring harness Umax,WHDrop = 2 V is assumed. This results
in a minimum voltage at the battery Umin,Batt = 10 V. Under this consideration, the SOFPN
is compared with the state of the art.
Depending on the state of the battery and wiring harness, there are different warning
thresholds between the state of the art and the SOFPN. If either output a result below the
corresponding line, a warning is triggered. These were classified into the areas 1.–4. in
Figure 11.
1.
2.

3.

4.

The wiring harness and battery are in good condition. Neither approaches give a
warning, and it is safe to perform the critical driving maneuver.
The wiring harness is in bad state. The SOFPN issues a warning. The driving
maneuver cannot be performed safely because the voltage at the EPS could drop
below 8 V. However, there is no warning according to the state of the art. Thus, there
is a risk of fault of the EPS during a critical driving maneuver.
Due to a bad state of the battery, a severe voltage drop at the battery is to be expected.
According to the state of the art, a warning would be issued. However, due to the low
voltage drop across the wiring harness, no fault of the EPS is to be expected during
a critical driving maneuver. This means that a warning would be issued according
to the state of the art and no warning would be reported by the SOFPN. As a result,
availability can be increased by using the SOFPN in these powernet conditions.
Both approaches correctly issue a warning.
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Maximum voltage drop over entire wiring harness
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Figure 11. Comparison of the warning threshold for different powernet states between the state of
the art and SOFPN for the evaluation of availability.

3.2.2. Miniaturization
Rather than using the SOFPN to provide additional availability, there is also the
possibility of miniaturizing powernet components. In order to compare the potential for
miniaturization, it is analyzed which nominal battery capacity can ensure the voltage
stability for the EPS. For this purpose, the current profile in Figure 7 is used as the reference
current profile. The state of the art approach and SOFPN must predict when undervoltage
at the EPS could occur. The battery and wiring harness should be expected to age over their
lifetime. In this case, a state of health SOH = 100 % is considered the beginning of life.
In the case of the wiring harness for the EPS path REPS as well as the battery path RBatt ,
age according to wiring harness state of health SOHWH = 0 % results in a linear double
resistance increase. This increase in resistance can be attributed to the degradation of the
connector systems [9].


SOHWH
RPath = RPath,Initial · 2 −
(7)
100
The battery is assumed to have a state of charge SOC = 90 % and a temperature
TBatt = −10 ◦ C. There are several aging mechanisms in a battery, which have different
effects on the behavior of the battery. In order to be able to simulate aging in the battery
model, the battery state of health SOHBatt assumes increased ohmic resistance Ri and
reduction of nominal battery capacity with the help of the parameter C20.


SOHBatt
Ri = Ri,Initial · 1.5 −
(8)
200
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C20 = C20Initial ·

SOHBatt
100


(9)

State of the art

0

State of health wiring harness SOHWiringHarness [%]

State of health wiring harness SOHWiringHarness [%]

As described in Section 1.3, a maximum voltage drop across the entire wiring harness
Umax,WHDrop = 2 V is assumed, and the ohmic resistance Ri is monitored to ensure safe
power feed.
Figure 12 shows the battery capacity Cnom required for the state of the art approach
and the SOFPN to exclude undervoltage for a safety-relevant consumer. In the state-of-theart approach on the left side, the nominal battery capacity Cnom = 70 Ah can be operated
up to a battery state of health SOHBatt ≥ 48 % until a warning occurs due to potential
undervoltage at the EPS. All other batteries with a capacity smaller than the nominal battery
capacity Cnom < 70 Ah are shown here to be not capable of providing sufficient voltage
stability. The boundaries are vertical because the state of the wiring harness is always
assumed to be the worst case voltage drop.
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Figure 12. Comparison of different nominal battery capacities between state of the art and the SOFPN,
considering battery and wiring harness aging.

By using the SOFPN, smaller battery capacities can be used until a warning due to
potential undervoltage is given, since an advanced battery diagnostic is used and the wiring
harness is taken into account. As a result, a nominal battery capacity Cnom = 70 Ah can
be operated up to a battery state of health SOHBatt ≥ [18, 22] %, depending on the wiring
harness state of health SOHWH . A nominal battery capacity Cnom = 60 Ah has a higher
availability than a nominal battery capacity Cnom = 70 Ah in the state-of-the-art approach.
Even the usage of a nominal battery capacity Cnom = 40 Ah would be possible. However,
this is associated with a loss of availability with the progression of aging. However, the
potential for miniaturization is given by the fact that not all wiring harnesses increase their
resistance over the lifetime [15].
The possibility of installing a smaller nominal battery capacity Cnom is particularly
relevant for electric vehicles. These do not require a high cranking current to start the
combustion engine. In addition, the high-voltage battery can recharge the 12 V battery
when the vehicle is at standstill. As a result, the requirement for a large battery capacity no
longer applies, and miniaturization is feasible. Depending on the requirements, such as the
current profile, the possibility of miniaturization may vary. The same procedure can also
be applied to a reduction in the cable cross-section. The SOFPN has great potential to save
costs and weight, thus conserving resources.
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4. Discussion
By combining two advanced diagnostics into one to determine the state of function of
the powernet, the voltage for safety-relevant consumers can be safeguarded. In this way,
the defined safety requirements can be fulfilled. The novel approach was proven successful
for safeguarding against undervoltage at the EPS. However, it can also be applied to other
components, such as the braking system. By using a simulation, it was proven that the
voltage prediction at the EPS works for an evasive maneuver with emergency braking. The
applicability to other maneuvers is only related to an adjustment of the current profile and
maximum current demand of the driving dynamic consumers. The further advantages
of the novel approach are the additional availability and the possibility to miniaturize
powernet components. This approach can also be applied to other powernet topologies if
the power feed and distribution can be diagnosed suitably.
In the next steps, an interface to the energy management will be developed. This
would allow active measures to be taken against a predicted undervoltage or a specific
excitation of the powernet to be requested. An investigation regarding which driving
maneuvers need to be safeguarded is reasonable in the context of functional safety. This
and the adaptation of the novel approach to more complex powernet topologies and
driving dynamic consumers is particularly relevant in the context of highly automated and
autonomous driving. Finally, the validation of the novel approach will be performed in a
test vehicle.
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The following abbreviations are used in this manuscript:
SR
EPS
PDM
SOFPN
Batt
WH
Pred
Act
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Safety requirements
Electric power steering
Power distribution module
State of function powernet
Battery
Wiring harness
Predicted
Actual
Nominal
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